Unit 2: Introduction to Operator and Vehicle Control Tasks
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Worksheet 2-10
Instrument Cluster
Instrument panel gauges labeling guide
Identify instruments and gauges on the instrument panel of your family car or that of a friend
and list below.
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0.45 g stopping distances for normal driving

speed

thinking
distance

braking
distance

overall stopping
distance

size of safe braking
zone in seconds

20mph

22 feet

30 feet

52 feet

1.8 secs

30mph

33 feet

67 feet

100 feet

2.3 secs

40mph

44 feet

120 feet

164 feet

2.8 secs

50mph

55 feet

187 feet

242 feet

3.3 secs

60mph

66 feet

269 feet

335 feet

3.8 secs

70mph

77 feet

366 feet

443 feet

4.3 secs

80mph

88 feet

478 feet

566 feet

4.8 secs

90mph

99 feet

605 feet

704 feet

5.3 secs

747 feet

857 feet

5.8 secs

100mph 110 feet
Notes for the table:

The Highway Code braking distance figures are different from these in two important respects.
The Highway Code assumes about 0.68 seconds reaction time and 0.67g braking. Modern cars
braking in the dry and on the flat brake at about 0.9g. We recommend never planning to use
more than half your maximum braking effort in normal driving which leads us base the above
table on 0.45g. The slight difference in the reaction time allowed is simply because we consider
0.75 seconds to be a little more realistic.
The size of the safe braking zone is NOT the time it takes to stop. In fact actually stopping takes
around twice as long. However if you look (for example) 3.8 seconds ahead at 60mph you are
looking at precisely the point where you will stop if you suddenly decide to brake.
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Fact Sheet 2.2
Conteent Informaation

The Area Around
A
the Vehicle
Becausse of the stru
uctural design
n of the vehiicle, the drivver is not ablle to see the spaces
immediately around the vehiclee. This unno
oticeable spaace consists of the area bbetween the
vehiclee and the neaarest point where
w
the driv
ver can see tthe ground w
when seated properly in tthe
driver’s seat. This is sometimees referred to
o as the blindd zone.
The blind
b
zone may
m hide a sm
mall child orr a retaining wall that is nnot visible too the driver
becau
use of vehiclle door heigh
ht. A driver’s field of viision stops w
where glass aand metal m
meet.
Becau
use of these sight limitattions driverss may back i nto an area aand strike ann object suchh as a
bike, pet, stump or
o a concretee block.
n properly seeated, the drriver should be
b able to seee the groundd within:
When
 12-15 feet
f or one leength of the vehicle to thhe front,
 1-1/2-2
2 car widths to the right side
 1/2-1 car
c width to the
t left side
 2 lengtths of vehicle to the rear (may be neaarly 40 feet)
mpensate for this space, it
i is importan
nt to learn w
where the vehhicle’s unseeen boundariees
To com
are, how
w large they
y can be, and
d techniques to help prevvent collisionns. Proper aadjustment of the
vehiclee’s features (mirrors,
(
seaat, and head restraint)
r
shoould help to maximize thhe drivers viiew
from in
nside the veh
hicle in all diirections.
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Unit 2 Getting Acq
quainted wiith the Vehiicle

F
Fact Sheet 2.6
Conteent Informaation

Vehiclee Reference Points
Vehicle Reference
R
P
Points

You caannot see thee actual posittion of the vehicle in relaation to the rroadway beccause the driiver’s
view off the road is blocked by the dashboaard and the hhood of the vvehicle. Youu can use
referen
nce points to serve as guiides in determ
mining the pposition of thhe vehicle inn the roadwaay.
A refference poin
nt is some paart of the outtside or insidde of the vehhicle, viewedd from the
driver’s seat, whiich relates to
o some part of
o the roadw
way. Referennce points caan be develooped
for th
he front, sidee or rear to help
h you know
w where thee vehicle is loocated on thhe roadway.
andard referrence point is the point on the vehiccle that is sim
milar for moost drivers. T
This
A sta
could
d be a side viiew mirror, a hood ornam
ment, or the center of thee hood. Oncce drivers learn
stand
dard referencce points, theey can develop their ownn personal reeference poinnts.
A perrsonal referrence point is a variation
n of a standaard referencee point for a driver’s
perso
onal vehicle. Drivers willl learn to usse different pparts of the vvehicle, suchh as wiper
bladees, door hand
dles, or rearv
view mirrorss as guides. When a drivver begins too practice paarking
maneeuvers, they will learn which parts off the vehiclee to use as peersonal referrence points..
Driveers will be ab
ble to line up
p these pointts with partss of other vehhicles to helpp execute thhe
maneeuvers.
When attempting
a
to
o discover a reference po
oint, drivers should firstt use the “staandard” referrence
point. If the “stand
dard” referen
nce point waas accurate, ccontinue to uuse it. If anyy “standard”
nce point doees not work, drivers shou
uld make notte of “personnal” referencce points. T
These
referen
personaal reference points will not
n be more than a few innches away from the “sttandard”
referen
nce point. On
nce a person
nal referencee point is dettermined thee driver needds to remembber
the corrrect picture for future usse.
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Information

Reference Points

Continued

Standard Side Position Reference Points

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Figure 1
Where the car is:
The car is 3-6 inches away from a
line to the left.
How the driver sees it:
The line appears to run into a
point on the hood that is about
1 foot from the left edge of the car.
Common applications:
To tell precisely where the left
tires are tracking.
To tell when the car is in lane
position 2.
It's the side position for
preparing to turn left.

Figure 2
Where the car is:
The car is 3-6 inches away from
a line to the right.
How the driver sees it:
The line appears to run into a
point near the center of the hood.
Common applications:
To tell precisely where the right
tires are tracking.
To tell when the car is in lane
position 3.
To park the car 3-6 inches away
from a curb.

Figure 3
Where the car is:
The car is 3 feet away from a line
to the right.
How the driver sees it:
The line appears to run through the
middle of the right half of the hood.
Common applications:
It's the side position for preparing
to turn right.
It's the side position for preparing
to back into a perpendicular or
parallel parking space.
When there is no lane line to the
right edge of the road it is lane
position 3.

Figure 4
Where the car is:
The car is 6 feet away from a line
to the right.
How the driver sees it:
The line appears to run through
the right headlight.
Common applications:
It's the side position for
preparing to turn right into a
driveway or narrow alley.
It's the minimum side position
for preparing to pull forward into
an angled or perpendicular
parking space.
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Information

Reference Points

conti~tued

Standard Forward Position Reference Points

Figure 5
Where the car is:
The car is a few feet beyond
the curb line.
How the driver sees it:
The driver can see the target
without his or her vision
cutting across the curb line.
Common applications:
It's the fontlard position,
for making a left turn, at
which the steering wheel
should begin to be turned.

Figure 6
Where the car is:
The fiont bumper is even with the curb line.
How the driver sees it:
The curb line appears near the passenger's
side mirror-even with the dashboard.
Common applications:
To tell where the front bumper of the car
is positioned relative to the environment.
It's the foni~aldpositio~?
for making a right
turn, at which the steering wheel should
begin to be turned.
It's the s q f e y stop position-if necessary -from which to get a clear view
of the intersection before entering it.

Standard Rear Position Reference Points

m

Figure 7
Where the car is:
The rear bumper is 3-6 inches away
from a line.
How the driver sees it:
When the driver turns his or her
head over his or her left shoulder, he
or she will see the line appear near the
middle of the rear left-side window.
Common applications:
To know where the rear bumper is
positioned
When backing into a perpendicular
parking space, the driver can make
accurate judgments to prevent entry
into the rear parking space.

Figure 8
Where the car is:
The rear bumper is 3 feet away
from a line.
How the driver sees it:
When the driver turns his or
her head over his or her right
shoulder, he or she will see
the line disappear in the rear
window corner post.
Common applications:
This is the pivotpoint; i.e.,
the precise point at which the
driver should begin turning the
steering wheel when backing
around the corner.
Resource Book
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Reference Points Continued
Advantages of Using Reference Points
1. The first and foremost advantage you will gain from the use of reference
points is the ability to be consistently successful.
2. Once the method of reference points is learned for one vehicle, the techniques
can be applied to any vehicle. There is rapid transfer of learning to new
situations.
3. You can get into a larger vehicle than you are accustomed to, such as a sport
utility vehicle, van. truck, or motor home, and within 5 minutes be comfortable and confident maneuvering it in tight spaces and in traffic situations.
4. You can feel very comfortable getting into and out of tight parking spaces
with any vehicle. You will also be able to back into parking spaces with
confidence.
5. While driving in the right lane, you'll know exactly how far your car is positioned from the parked cars. Knowing that your position is more than six feet
away from the parked cars will reduce the frequency of swerves when drivers
suddenly open their doors.
6. With the use of reference points, you can make tight right turns into driveways. alleys, and narrow streets, without the need to swerve to the left before
turning; nor will you hit the curb with the right rear tire.
7. You can feel comfortable driving in confined areas such as: municipal parking
garages with spiral ramps, tunnels with fast moving traffic, a narrow bridge
with a bus or truck approaching from the opposite direction, and a highway
lane narrowed by concrete construction barriers.
8. You can feel confident and operate efficiently while passing a jogger, bicyclist, or pedestrian on narrow roads. Reference points will aid you in passing
a double parked vehicle. or a construction site, with the least amount of
movement into oncoming traffic.
9. While going into a curve, you will be able to select the best travel path to
minimize the chances of a head-on collision. During slippery roadway conditions, you will be able to get the best drive line to help reduce the chances of
going into a skid.
10. You can make the best decisions for using the various lane positions to get
maximum control of the zones to either side of the vehicle.
11. You will be able to get reliable feedback to tell exactly where your vehicle is
within the lane and increase your awareness for what is an okay or a not okay
lane position.
12. If you use reference points to overcome optical illusions, rather than using
what "feels right," then you can make accurate decisions when you are not
feeling right, such as when you are tired, ill, or after taking medication.
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Unit 4: Risk Management, the Space Management System, and Driver Distractions

Fact Sheet
Define “risk” when driving. Risk is the chance of injury, damage or loss. Driver
inattention is a major contributor to increased risk.
•Drivers should question events/actions.
•Drivers should evaluate actions and consequences.
•Drivers do not perceive they are at risk when driving.

Characteristics of risk
•Always present - other highway users, the roadway and the vehicle you are driving
•Perceived differs from actual - people do not identify risk when it is actually there
•Is shared - it is shared by all drivers, pedestrians, bicyclists
•Can be changed - based on our perception of risk, what we see and the decisions we make

on what to do with our vehicle
•Can be analyzed - by making the best choice available based on the clues we have
•Can be altered - some situations present more risk than others. Drivers must evaluate risk

and consequences
Risk perception
•Space needs of the vehicle and/or the maneuver to be made
•Speed and time intervals - to reduce the current risk
•Roadway conditions - flat or crowned, type of surface, good shoulders, etc.
•Other roadway user actions - hardest to evaluate
•Evaluation of risk present at the time the maneuver is made

Risk management
•Increase time to respond to threats through position and speed adjustments
•Increase vehicle control through position and speed adjustments
•Separate the elements involved through speed and/or position adjustment
•Realize that combinations can influence the level of risk
•Alter risk by adjusting to these elements
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Unit 4: Risk Management, the Space Management System, and Driver Distractions

Fact Sheet
Vision and Perception Requirements
The instructor will emphasize the importance of directing attention, maintaining an open
line of sight, using searching skills and targeting a line to maintain a safe path of travel.
Visual functions - 60% of the human brain is devoted to vision.
The central vision area describes the fringe area around the focal area that is used to judge
depth and position. It is measured by testing object identification and depth perception
fields. It also gives support information to the focus vision and is used for determining
standard visual references in driving, relative position in space and time, and movement into
space/time.
The peripheral vision is conical in shape around the other vision fields. It picks up lateral
changes in color and object movement. Peripheral vision is strongly affected by fatigue,
drugs, and speed. It often gives the driver an initial warning of a changing or closed space
area. This concept can be demonstrated by using two flashlights and showing them on a
screen or blackboard. If they are focused together, obvious rings will appear demonstrating
the three visual field concepts. The three visual information fields are utilized by a driver
when a problem comes toward their vehicle from the side. A driver will first recognize that
something is moving toward the vehicle and possibly see the type of vehicle (large/small
truck or large/small car). The driver will then focus on the vehicle to identify color, make,
year, etc.
Maintaining an open line of sight
This is the ability to see the center of the driver’s path of travel. An open sight line can be
blocked by a curve, hill, bush, building, vehicle, etc. The driver’s ability to have an
unrestricted line of sight is a visual basis for speed and steering adjustments. An interrupted
line of sight means changes in speed and position are necessary for reestablishing a clear
line of sight to the driver’s path of travel.
Searching skills
•Using visual skills to make turns
•Forward visual turning point
•Rear visual turning point
•Line of sight
•Paths of travel
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Unit 4: Risk Management, the Space Management System, and Driver Distractions

Fact Sheet
Vehicle Operating Space
There are seven basic areas of operating space around a vehicle. The diagram below shows
the six areas or spaces surrounding the car that are visible to the driver. The vehicle

occupies the central area, which includes the driver and the space occupied by the vehicle
that is not visible to the driver.
The areas or spaces around the central space area may have the following conditions:
Open: There is a space or area to operate within that is without restrictions to the
line of sight or path of travel.
Closed: The space or area is not available for the car’s path of travel or there is a
restriction to the driver's line of sight. An alternative path of travel must be
identified.
Changing: A space or area condition in which the level of risk is increasing. It is
often an open space or area that is changing to a closed line of sight or path of travel
or a closed space or area with additional problems or changes.
The more driving experience people have, the more likely it is that they will become a
victim of seeing what they expect to see. A typical driving expectancy is a mental set that
makes a driver think things are not as threatening as they actually are.
As a result, the driver continues to maintain speed/path of travel when conditions dictate
that an adjustment in time/space management is needed. This means that the driver should
do something to the speed or path of travel of the vehicle to locate it in the most controllable
space.
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